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Abstract. Inversion problem is always represented as different from different conditions,especially 
in the practical application problem such as geophysics, geodetics, ocean science and so on.one of 
important theory about inversion problem is Bayesian.We shortly introduce basesian 
formulation ,and some analysis has been done to decide the ability of the three methods on handling 
the data gaps. Each method has their special way to invert the data and give inference for data gaps 
with zero paddinglinearize interpolation or smooth way at different noise level. 

Introduction 

 Inversion problem is more and more concerned .There are many inversion methods. A bunch of 
methods have been used to determine the regularization term such as L-curve 
method[12,3],U-curve[4]and desired chi-square misfit [5]. Mitsuhata et al. [6] had applied a 
statistical method to determine the trade-off parameter called Akaike Bayesian Information criterion 
(ABIC). They solve implementation of this method on the condition when no much data uncertainty 
is known.They did not discuss how to decide an inversion method when given a set of measured 
data or when some gaps have been happened.  
  Bayesian formula, resolving an inverse problem can be represented as updating a priori beliefs 
on the physical model by deploying information acquired from the real observations which highly 
result in a posteriori information on the model sought . Both observation data and unknown 
environment parameters are considered as random variables, related to each other through the 
realization probability [2].  
In this paper, we first develop some theory for regularization method based on the Bayesian 

theory.ability of the three methods to handle the data gaps has been discussed. 

 Beyesian Formula 

Let m represent physical model vector and d  represent observation data generated from certain 
physical system. Based on the definition of the conditional probabilities, Bayes’ rule may be 
expressed as:  

              )()|()|( mmddm PPP ∝                             (1) 

Where the Posterior Probability Density (PPD), ( | )P m d  represents the conditional probability for 

the environment parameters combining both prior information, ( )P m , and data information 

( | )P d m . Interpreting the d  probability given model m for certain observation as a function of 
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parameter m  defines the likelihood function as follows: 

                    )](exp[)|( mmd EP −∝                           (2) 

Where  ( )E m  ss is the data misfit function.  

So following the rule of Dosso’ paper (the PPD can be written as:  
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Where the ( )φ m is generalized misfit which combines data and prior information defining as: 

                     )(log)()( mmm PE e−=φ                        ( 4) 

and the integration domain spans the M-dimensional parameter space.  
From the Bayesian theory view, the formula Eq.(3) represents the general solution to the physical 

inversion problem . How to interpret the PPD for multi-dimension inverse problem had been 
discussed by many papers. and this is beyond our discussion in this paper. Here we just consider the 
computation of parameter estimates, especially the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate (i.e., the 
most probable model), which are defined as following: 

             )}|({ˆ max dmm PArgMAP =                              (5) 

Equation (4) can be interpreted as finding an environment model which has a highest probability to 
give arise the observation data. In real problem we need to make inferences from finite and noisy 
data. There will usually be an infinity of models that fit the observation data well. Thus it is very 
useful to look to the probability theory for help . 

The numerical results 

If we have some logging, geological or other geophysical information as a priori information, we 
can make a decision whether to use flattest method, smoothest one or even smallest. It is also a 
good idea to use several of them due to the non-uniqueness. For the sharp discontinuity problem 
with enough information of the data, it is always preferentially to take the flattest method. 
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  Here we consider some gaps happened in the data which is common situation in our real 

application. Some comparison has done to analyze the ability and the way to handle this kind of 
problem for the three regularization methods, assuming data information missing from 2500m to 
3000m. Fig.1(a) shows the recovery model from flattest regularization which linearly interpolates 
the constructed model with gaps. This provides an appropriate way to handle the missing data 
information. The solution in Fig.1 (c) gives a smooth approximation for which the data can’t give 
information. This is always true and justified under the truth of physical continuity. The resulted 
resistivity structure is showed in Fig.1 (b) for smallest regularization. It set all the mode parameters 
which can’t be resolved by the data to 0. Obviously it is not a good choice to pad the missing data 
model parameter in this way.  

 From the Fig.1 the star line indicate the inversion result on basis of Chi-square fitting selection, 
and dotted line for AIC selection. Validity can be proved for the AIC selection for the regularization 
parameter.    

Summary 

In the situation of missing some information in some parameters, flattest regularization method 
can give a linearized interpolate resolution. On the other side the smoothest regularization can give 
a smooth solution for those parts of parameters. 
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